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To
The Principal General Manager (Finance)
O/o the CGMT, BSNL, Kerala Circle
Thiruvananthapuram
Sub:- LICE for promotion from Group-C to the grade of JAO under 40% quota held on 17/7/2016 –
Declaration of result on revised answer keys reg:Respected Sir,
As per Corporate Office Lr.No 9-1/2016-Rectt dtd 1/2/2017, revised merit list of the qualified candidates was published based
on the modified answer key for the LICE from Gr C to the grade of JAO under 40% quota held on 17/7/2016.
According to the revised merit list, 85 candidates were declared to be qualified from Kerala Circle for the earlier operated 64
vacancies. Unfortunately seven candidates who were earlier declared successful as per the previous merit list, are now seems
to be placed beyond the available vacancies in the revised list. It is to be noted that these candidates have already completed
their Phase-I training and all are now working as Junior Accounts Officers in Kerala Circle.
In this context, we humbly request your goodself to take all possible efforts for the continuation of all these candidates as JAO
and we suggest that the following points may be considered to overcome this imbroglio.
1.

Issue may be brought to the notice of Corporate Office and request for enhancing the number of vacancies to
accommodate all qualified candidates in Kerala Circle.

2.

It is learnt that in some Circles, vacancies were not filled due to the non-availability of qualified candidates. So we
can request to Corporate Office to divert those vacancies to Kerala circle to overcome the present.

3.

Some JAOs (provisional) has qualified for JTO LICE also and if these candidates are willing for JTO cadre, then the
vacancies arising thereby can be utilized for accommodating the remaining candidates in the revised merit list.

4.

Some JAOs has requested for inter circle transfer, the vacancies arising thereby can be utilized for accommodating
the remaining candidates in the revised merit list.

Sincerely Yours

T Santhosh Kumar
Circle Secretary
SNEA, Kerala Circle.
Copy to CGMT, Kerala

